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Abstract

Log-normal and log-logistic distributions are often used to analyze lifetime data. For
certain ranges of the parameters, the shape of the probability density functions or the
hazard functions can be very similar in nature. It might be very difficult to discriminate
between the two distribution functions. In this paper, we consider the discrimination
procedure between the two distribution functions. We use the ratio of maximized
likelihood for discrimination purposes. The asymptotic properties of the proposed
criterion have been investigated. It is observed that the asymptotic distributions are
independent of the unknown parameters. The asymptotic distributions have been
used to determine the minimum sample size needed to discriminate between these two
distribution functions for a user specified probability of correct selection. We have
performed some simulation experiments to see how the asymptotic results work for
small sizes. For illustrative purpose two data sets have been analyzed.
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1 Introduction

Log-normal and log-logistic distributions are often used for analyzing skewed data. The

two distributions have several interesting properties and their probability density functions

(PDFs) can take different shapes. For example, the log-normal can have unimodal PDFs

and they are always log-concave. Similarly, the PDF of the log-logistic distribution is either

reversed J shaped or unimodal. It is known that the log-normal distribution can have in-

verted bath-tub hazard function, whereas the hazard function of the log-logistic distribution

is either decreasing or inverted bath-tub, see Johnson, Kotz and Balakrishnan [19]. For cer-

tain ranges of the parameters, the shape of their probability density functions (PDFs) or the

hazard functions can be very similar in nature. Therefore, if it is known or apparent from

the histogram of the data that the data are coming from a right skewed distribution, then

any one of them may be used for analyzing the data. Therefore, to analyze a skewed data an

experimenter can choose any one of the two models. Although, these two distributions may

provide similar data fit for moderate sample sizes but it is still desirable to choose the correct

or more nearly correct model, since the inferences based on the tail probabilities where the

affect of the model assumption will be very crucial.

In this paper we address the following problem. Suppose one observes a random sample

of size n, say x1, . . . , xn and the person has a choice to use one of the distributions, viz. log-

normal or log-logistic, which one is preferable. The problem of testing whether some given

observations follow a particular distribution is a classical problem. Cox [8, 9] first considered

this problem and developed a testing procedure for two non-nested families. Since then,

extensive work has been done in discriminating between two families of distributions. See

for example Atkinson [2, 3] Wiens [36], Dumonceaux and Antle [11], Dumonceaux et al. [10],

Quesenberry and Kent [33], Balasooriya and Abeysinghe [5], Kim et al. [21] and Kundu,

Gupta and Manglick [22] for some of the recent references.
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In this paper we consider the problem of discriminating between the log-normal and log-

logistic distributions. We use the ratio of the maximized likelihood (RML) in discriminating

between the two distribution functions. We also obtain the asymptotic distributions of the

RMLs using the idea of White [34, 35]. Using the asymptotic distributions of the RMLs,

we compute the probability of correct selection (PCS) under each model. It is observed

that the asymptotic PCS works quite well even for moderate sample sizes. We suggest some

small sample corrections based on the numerical simulations. The asymptotic distributions

of the RMLs are independent of the unknown parameters. Therefore, these asymptotic

distributions can be used to determine the minimum sample size needed to discriminate

between these two distributions for a given user specified PCS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we provide the notation and

discrimination procedure. The asymptotic results are provided in section 3. Determination

of sample size is obtained in section 4. Numerical results and data analysis are presented in

section 5 and section 6 respectively. Finally the conclusions appear in section 7.

2 Notation and Discrimination Procedure

We will use the following notation in this paper.

Log-normal Distribution: The log-normal distribution with the shape parameter η > 0

and the scale parameter θ > 0 will be denoted by LN(η, θ) and the corresponding PDF is

fLN(x; η, θ) =
1√
2πxη

e
− 1

2

(
(ln x−ln θ)2

η2

)

; x > 0. (1)

Log-logistic Distribution: The log-logistic distribution with the shape parameter σ > 0

and the scale parameter ξ > 0 has the following PDF;

fLL(x;σ, ξ) =
1

σx
× e(

ln x−ln ξ
σ )

(
1 + e

ln x−ln ξ
σ

)2 ; x > 0. (2)
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From now on it will be denoted as LL(σ, ξ).

Almost sure convergence will be denoted by a.s.. For any Borel measurable functions

g(·) and h(·) , ELN(g(U)) and VLN(g(U)) and CovLN(g(U), h(U)) denote the mean of g(U),

variance of g(U) and covariance between g(U) and h(U) respectively, when U has a LN(η, θ)

distribution. Similarly, if U follows LL(σ, ξ), the respective quantities are defined and they

should be clear from the context.

Now we describe the discrimination procedure based on a random sampleX = {x1, . . . , xn}.

It is assumed that the data have been generated from one of the two distributions, namely;

LN(η, θ) or LL(σ, ξ). Based on the observed sample, the corresponding likelihood functions

are; LLN(η, θ|X) =
n∏

i=1

fLN(xi; η, θ) and LLL(σ, ξ|X) =
n∏

i=1

fLL(x;σ, ξ) respectively. If η̂, θ̂,

σ̂ and ξ̂ are the maximum likelihood estimators of the corresponding parameters, then the

discrimination procedure is as follows. Choose

(a) Log-normal distribution if

LLN(η̂, θ̂) > LLL(σ̂, ξ̂). (3)

(b) Log-logistic distribution if

LLL(σ̂, ξ̂) > LLN(η̂, θ̂). (4)

From (3) and (4) it is clear that given the data {x1, . . . , xn}, one will be able to choose one

particular distribution a.s.. Now the natural question is, what is the PCS in this discrimi-

nation procedure. It may be noted that the probability of correct selection will depend on

the parent distribution, i.e., the original distribution of {X1, . . . , Xn}. We will consider the

two cases separately.

If the data were originally coming from LN(η, θ), the probability of correct selection
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(PCSLN) can be written as follows;

PCSLN = P (T > 0| data follow log-normal distribution), (5)

where

T = ln

[
LLN(η̂, θ̂)

LLL(σ̂, ξ̂)

]
.

Similarly,

PCSLL = P (T < 0| data follow log-logistic distribution). (6)

Now to compute (5) and (6) one needs to compute the exact distributions of T under the re-

spective parent distributions. Since they are difficult to compute, we rely on their asymptotic

distributions. Based on the asymptotic distributions, we can obtain the approximate values

of PCSLN and PCSLL for large n. In the next section we obtain the asymptotic distribution

of T , under the respective parent distributions, but first let us look at the expressions of T ’s

in terms of the corresponding MLEs. Note that;

T = n

[
−1

2
(lnπ + ln 2 + 1)− 1

σ̂
ln X̃ − ln η̂ + ln σ̂ +

1

σ̂
ln ξ̂ +

2

n

n∑

i=1

ln

(
1 + e

lnXi−ln ξ̂

σ̂

)]
, (7)

and

X̃ =

(
n∏

i=1

Xi

) 1
n

= θ̂, η̂ =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(
lnXi − ln θ̂

)2
.

Comments: Note that if we transform the data Yi = lnXi and consider the logarithm of

RMLs of the corresponding transformed distributions, namely normal, extreme value and

logistic distributions, then the values of the test statistics will be unchanged. Using the

results of Dumonceaux et al. [10] it follows that the distributions of T ’s are independent of

the parameters.

Comments: Interestingly it is also observed that the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance be-

tween the log-normal (log-logistic) and the best fitted asymptotic log-logistic (log-normal)

is constant, see Appendix.
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3 Asymptotic Distributions

It is not possible to obtain the exact distributions of T under the respective parent distri-

butions and therefore we mainly rely on the asymptotic distributions. We consider the two

cases separately.

First let us consider the case when the data are coming from log-normal distribution. We

have the following result.

Theorem 1: If the data are from LN(η, θ), then T is asymptotically normally distributed

with mean ELN(T ) and VLN(T ).

To prove Theorem 1, we need the following Lemma.:

Lemma 1: Under the assumption that the data are from LN(η, θ), we have the following

results as n→∞

(a) η̂ −→ η a.s, and θ̂ −→ θ, a.s., where

ELN(ln fLN(X; η, θ) = max
η̄,θ̄

ELN(ln fLN(X; η̄, θ̄).

(b) σ̂ −→ σ̃, a.s., and ξ̂ −→ ξ̃, a.s, where

ELN(ln fLL(X; σ̃, ξ̃) = max
σ,ξ

ELN(ln fLL(X;σ, ξ).

Let us denote

T ∗ = ln

[
LLN(η, θ)

LLL(σ̃, ξ̃)

]
.

(c)

1√
n
[T − ELN(T )] asymptotically equivalent to

1√
n
[T ∗ − ELN(T

∗)] .

Proof of Lemma 1: The proof follows using similar argument as of White (1982, Theorem

1) and therefore, it is omitted.
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Proof of Theorem 1: Using the Central limit theorem (CLT), it immediately follows

that
1√
n
[T ∗ − ELN(T

∗)] is asymptotically normally distributed. Therefore the result follows

using (c) of Lemma 1.

It should be mentioned that σ̃ and ξ̃ depend on η and θ, but we do not make it explicit

for brevity. For further development we need to compute σ̃ and ξ̃ for η = 1 and θ = 1 and

we will denote them σ̃1 and ξ̃1. Let us define

h(σ, ξ) = ELN (fLL(X : σ, ξ))

= ELN

[
lnX − ln ξ

σ
− 2 ln

(
1 + e

lnX−ln ξ
σ

)
− ln π − lnσ

]

= − 1

σ
ln ξ − 2√

2π

∫ ∞

0

1

x
ln
(
1 + e

lnX−ln ξ
σ

)
e−

1
2
(lnx)2dx. (8)

then σ̃1, ξ̃1 can be obtained by maximizing h(σ, ξ) with respect to σ and ξ. Unfortunately,

it is not possible to obtain the analytical solutions. Numerically it is observed that h(σ, ξ)

is maximized when σ̃1 = 0.5718 and ξ̃1 = 1.0000.

Now we will compute ELN(T ) and VLN(T ). If we denote AMLN = lim
n→∞

1

n
ELN(T ) and

AVLN = lim
n→∞

1

n
VLN(T ) , then

lim
n→∞

1

n
ELN(T ) = AMLN = ELN

[
ln fLN(X; 1, 1)− ln fLL(X; σ̃1, ξ̃1)

]

= −1

2
ln 2− 1

2
lnπ − 1

2
+ ln σ̃1 +

ln ξ̃1
σ̃1

+ 2E ln
(
1 + ξ̃

−1/σ̃1

1 eZ/σ̃1

)
,

≈ 0.0095.

here Z follows N(0, 1). Moreover,

lim
n→∞

1

n
VLN(T ) = AVLN = VLN

[
ln fLN(X; 1, 1)− ln fLL(X; σ̃1, ξ̃1)

]

= VLN

[
−1

2
Z2 − Z

(
1

σ̃1

)
+ 2 ln

(
1 + eZ/σ̃1ξ

−1/σ̃1

1

)]
,

≈ 0.0137
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Now we consider the case when the data are coming from the log-logistic distribution.

We have the following result.

Theorem 2: If the data are from LL(σ, ξ), then T is asymptotically normally distributed

with mean ELL(T ) and VLL(T ).

To prove Theorem 2, we need the following Lemma 2, similar to Lemma 1. The proof of

Lemma 2 also follows along the same line as of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2: Under the assumption that the data are from LL(σ, ξ), we have the following

results as n→∞

(a) σ̂ −→ σ a.s, and ξ̂ −→ ξ, a.s., where

ELL(ln fLL(X;σ, ξ) = max
σ̄,ξ̄

ELL(ln fLL(X; σ̄, ξ̄).

(b) η̂ −→ η̃, a.s., and θ̂ −→ θ̃, a.s, where

ELL(ln fLN(X; η̃, θ̃) = max
η,θ

ELL(ln fLN(X; η, θ).

Let us denote

T∗ = ln

[
LLN(η̃, θ̃)

LLL(σ, ξ)

]
.

(c)

1√
n
[T − ELL(T )] asymptotically equivalent to

1√
n
[T∗ − ELL(T∗)] .

Proof of Theorem 2: Follows along the same line as of Theorem 1.

In this case also η̃ and θ̃ depend on σ and ξ and we are not making it explicit for brevity.

We need η̃ and θ̃ when σ = 1 and ξ = 1 and we will denote them η̃1 and θ̃1 respectively.

Now we will discuss how to compute η̃1, θ̃1 and also ELL(T ), VLL(T ) for further development.

Observe that η̃1, θ̃1 can be obtained by maximizing g(η, θ), where

g(η, θ) = ELL [ln fLN(X; η, θ)] = −ELL

[
(lnX − ln θ)2

2η2
+ lnX + ln η +

1

2
ln(2π)

]
.
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with respect to η and θ respectively. By simple calculation it can be easily observed that

the maximization occurs at η̃1 =
√
3 and θ̃1 = 1. Moreover,

lim
n→∞

1

n
ELL(T ) = AMLL = ELL

[
ln fLL(X; 1, 1)− ln fLN(X; η̃1, θ̃1)

]

= ELL

[
−2 ln(1 +X) +

3

2
(lnX)2 +

1

2
ln 2π − 1

2
ln 3

]

= −2 + 1

3
π2 +

1

2
ln 2π − 1

2
ln 3 ≈ 0.0144,

lim
n→∞

1

n
VLL(T ) = AVLL = VLL

[
ln fLL(X; 1, 1)− ln fLN(X; η̃1, θ̃1)

]

= VLL

[
−2 ln(1 +X) +

3

2
(lnX)2 + lnX

]
≈ 0.0486.

4 Numerical Results

In this section we perform some numerical experiments to observe how the asymptotic results,

derived in section 3, perform for different sample sizes and for different parent distributions.

All the computations are performed at the Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, using a

Pentium IV processor. All the computations are performed using S-PLUS or R, and they can

be obtained from the authors on request. We compute the probability of correct selection

based on simulations and also based on the asymptotic distributions derived in section 3.

Since the distributions are independent of the scale and the shape parameters in each case,

we have considered them to be one, in all cases. We have reported the results for n = 20,

40, 60, 80, 100, 500.

First we consider the case when the parent distribution is log-normal. In this case we

generate a random sample of size n from LN(1, 1). We compute T and check whether T > 0

or not. We replicate the process 1000 times and obtain an estimate of PCS. We also compute

the PCS based on Theorem 1. The results are reported in Table 1. Similarly, we report the

results when the parent distribution is log-logistic. The results are reported in Tables 2. In
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each table, the first and second rows represent the results based on Monte Carlo simulations

and asymptotic distributions respectively.

Table 1: The probability of correct selection based on Monte Carlo simulations and also based
on asymptotic results when the data are from log-normal distribution and the alternative is
log-logistic.

n −→ 20 40 60 80 100 500
MC 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.81 0.82 0.96
AS 0.64 0.70 0.73 0.77 0.79 0.97
ASC 0.73 0.74 0.77 0.79 0.81 0.96

Table 2: The probability of correct selection based on Monte Carlo simulations and also based
on asymptotic results when the data are from log-logistic distribution and the alternative is
log-normal.

n −→ 20 40 60 80 100 500
MC 0.42 0.53 0.61 0.66 0.69 0.94
AS 0.62 0.66 0.69 0.72 0.74 0.93
ASC 0.51 0.60 0.65 0.69 0.72 0.94

It is clear from the Tables 1 and 2 that as the sample size increases, the PCS increases as

expected. Interestingly, when log-normal is the parent distribution, then the PCS based on

Monte Carlo simulation is found to be significantly higher than the other case particularly

for small sample sizes. For example, when the sample size is 20, and the parent distribution

is log-normal, the PCS is 0.77. But when the parent distribution is log-logistic, for the same

sample size the PCS is only 0.42. It seems if the log-logistic is the parent distribution then

its approximation by the log-normal distribution is better than the other way. We have

verified this by comparing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance and it is observed that the

K-S distances between (i) log-logistic (parent) and best fitted log-normal and (ii) log-normal

(parent) and the best fitted log-logistic are 0.023 and 0.015 respectively.

Finally, based on the numerical results we have suggested the following simple correction
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factors which may be used mainly for small sizes:

AMLN = 0.0095 +
0.0655

n
+

0.7270

n2
− 3.0292

n3
,

AVLN,LL = 0.0906− 0.0414

n
− 0.3945

n2
+

1.8426

n3
,

AMLL = 0.0144− 0.2681

n
− 0.4322

n2
+

4.8427

n3
,

AVLL,LN = 0.0486− 0.7521

n
+

5.6154

n2
− 18.5252

n3
.

We have recalculated the PCS based on the correction factors and the results are reported

in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.

It should be also mentioned that the Tables 1 and 2 can be easily used to compute the

minimum sample size needed to discriminate between log-normal and log-logistic distribu-

tions for a user specified PCS. For example if the PCS = 0.70, then at least 100 sample size

is needed to discriminate between the two distribution functions.

5 Data Analysis

In this section we analyze two data sets for illustrative purposes and use our method to

discriminate between the distribution functions.

Data Set 1: This data set (from Linhart and Zuchini [27]) represents the failure times of

the air conditioning system of an air plane (in hours) : 23, 261, 87, 7, 120, 14, 62, 47, 225,

71, 246, 21, 42, 20, 5, 12, 120, 11, 3, 14, 71, 11, 14, 11, 16, 90, 1, 16, 52, 95.

We fit the two distribution functions, the MLEs of the different parameters for differ-

ent distribution functions and the corresponding log-likelihood values are as follows. Log-

Normal: η̂ = 1.3192, θ̂ = 28.7343, LLLN(η̂, θ̂) = -151.706, Log-Logistic: σ̂ = 0.7259, ξ̂ =

26.5007, LLLL(σ̂, ξ̂) = - 152.3468.
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Therefore, based on the log-likelihood values clearly, log-normal distribution is the pre-

ferred one. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances and the corresponding p values (within

brackets) between the empirical distribution function and the fitted distribution functions

for the two cases are as follows: Log-Normal: 0.1047 (0.88), Log-logistic: 0.1300 (0.69).

Therefore, it is clear that the fitted log-normal is much closer to the empirical distribution

function than the log-logistic distribution. The non-parametric survival function and the

fitted survival functions are plotted in Figure 1. The K-S distance between the two fitted

survival functions is 0.043. We also present the observed, expected frequencies for differ-

Empirical survival function

Fitted log−normal survival function

Fitted log−logistic survival function

 0

 0.2

 0.4

 0.6

 0.8

 1

 0  50  100  150  200  250  300

Figure 1: The empirical survival function and the fitted survival functions for data set 1.

ent groups and the corresponding χ2 statistics for both the distributions to the fitted data.

The results are presented in Table 4. The χ2 values are 3.562 and 5.172 for the log-normal

and log-logistic distributions respectively. In this case in terms of the log-likelihood values,

K-S distances and also from the χ2 values, between the two distribution functions, clearly

log-normal is the better choice.

Data Set 2: The data is obtained from Lawless [26] and it represents the number of

revolution before failure of each of 23 ball bearings in the life tests and they are as follows:

17.88, 28.92, 33.00, 41.52, 42.12, 45.60, 48.80, 51.84, 51.96, 54.12, 55.56, 67.80, 68.44, 68.64,

68.88, 84.12, 93.12, 98.64, 105.12, 105.84, 127.92, 128.04, 173.40.
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Table 3: The observed, expected frequencies for different groups for both the distributions.

Intervals Observed Expected (LN) Expected (LL)

0 - 15 11 9.33 9.39
15 - 30 5 6.01 6.88
30 - 60 3 5.91 6.37
60 - 100 6 3.57 3.21
100 - 5 5.18 4.15

In this case the two fitted distributions have the following MLEs: Log-Normal: η̂ =

0.5215, θ̂ = 63.4890, LLLN(η̂, θ̂) = -113.1017, Log-Logistic: σ̂ = 0.3008, ξ̂ = 64.0075,

LLLL(σ̂, ξ̂) = - 113.3662. Therefore, based on the log-likelihood values in this case also,

the log-normal distribution is the preferred one. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) distance

between the empirical distribution functions and the fitted distributions and the correspond-

ing p values (in brackets) for log-normal and log-logistic distributions are 0.0901 (0.99) and

0.0937 (0.98) respectively. The non-parametric survival function and the fitted survival func-

tions are plotted in Figure 2. The K-S distance between the two fitted distribution functions

Empirical survival function

Fitted survival functions

 0

 0.2

 0.4

 0.6

 0.8

 1

 0  50  100  150  200

Figure 2: The empirical survival function and the fitted survival functions for data set 2.

is 0.018. Therefore, it is clear that based on the K-S distance the two distribution functions

are almost equally close to the empirical distribution function. The observed and expected

frequencies for log-normal and log-logistic distributions are provided in Table 4. The cor-
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Table 4: The observed, expected frequencies for different groups for both the distributions.

Intervals Observed Expected (LN) Expected (LL)

0 - 35 3 2.92 2.71
35 - 55 7 6.04 5.95
55-80 5 6.48 6.91
80 - 100 3 3.15 3.18
100 - 5 4.41 4.25

responding χ2 values are 0.579 (log-normal) and 0.887 (log-logistic) respectively. It is clear

from the log-likelihoods, K-S distances and also from the χ2 values that the discrimination

in this case is very difficult.

Since it is known that the log-normal has always unimodal hazard function where as the

log-logistic distribution can have both unimodal as well as increasing hazard functions, we

try to obtain an estimate of the shape of the hazard function from the observed data. A

device called scaled TTT transform and its empirical version are relevant in this context.

For a family with the survival function S(y) = 1 − F (y), the scaled TTT transform, with

H−1
F (u) =

∫ F 1 (u)

0
S(y)dy defined for 0 < u < 1 is φF (u) = H−1

F (u)/H−1
F (1). The empirical

version of the scaled TTT transform is given by

φn(r/n) = H−1
n (r/n)/H−1

n (1) =

(
r∑

i=1

xi:n + (n− r)xr:n

)
/(

n∑

i=1

xi:n),

here r = 1, . . . , n and xi:n for i = 1, . . . , n represent the order statistics of the sample. Aarset

[1]showed that the scaled TTT transform is convex (concave) if the hazard rate is decreasing

(increasing), and for bathtub (unimodal) hazard rates, the scaled TTT transform is first

convex (concave) and then concave (convex). We have plotted the empirical version of the

scaled TTT transform of the data set 2 in Figure 3. Since the empirical version of the scaled

TTT transform is concave, it indicates that the hazard function is increasing. From the

empirical version of the scaled TTT transfer we would prefer log-logistic than log-normal for

data set 2.
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Figure 3: The empirical scaled TTT transform of the data set 2

6 Conclusions

In this paper we consider the problem of discriminating between the log-normal and log-

logistic distribution functions. We have used the ratio of the maximized likelihood functions

in discriminating between the two distribution functions. We have computed the PCS based

on the Monte Carlo simulations for different sample sizes to see the performances of the

method. Since both the distributions belong to the log-location-scale family, it is observed

that the distributions of the ratio of the maximized likelihoods are independent of the un-

known parameters. We compute the PCS based on the asymptotic distributions and sug-

gested some small sample corrections to use the asymptotic results for small sizes. Tables

1 and 2 can be easily used to compute the minimum sample size needed for a given user

specified PCS. We have analyzed two data sets for illustrative purposes. It is observed that

for one data set the choice is quite clear but for the other data set the choice is not very clear

from the ratio of maximized likelihoods, K-S distances and also from χ2 values. We have

used the empirical version of the scaled TTT in that case and we get some idea about the

shape of the hazard function, which in turn helps us to choose the preferred distribution.
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Appendix

Theorem A.1 The K-S distance between the LN(η, θ) and LL(σ̃, ξ̃) is independent of η

and θ, where σ̃ and ξ̃ are obtained from part (b) of Lemma 1.

Proof: Since θ and ξ̃ are the respective scale parameters, it easily follows that ξ̃ = cθ for

some constant c. Therefore, with out loss of generality we can take θ = 1. Furthermore, by

simple observations on ELN(fLL(X;σ, ξ)), where X ∼ LN(η, 1), it easily follows that

σ̃ = c1η, and ln ξ = c2η,

where c1 and c2 are two constants independent of η. Now the K-S distance between LN(η, 1)

and LL(σ̃, ξ̃) can be written as

D = sup
x

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Φ(

ln x

η
)− e

ln

(
x

ξ̃

) 1

σ̃

1 + e
ln

(
x

ξ̃

) 1

σ̃

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= sup

z

∣∣∣∣Φ(z)−
c3e

c1z

1 + c3ec1z

∣∣∣∣ , (9)

where c3 = e
−
c2
c1 is a constant. Since the (9) is independent of η, the result follows.

Theorem A.2 The K-S distance between the LL(σ, ξ) and LN(η̃, θ̃) is independent of σ

and ξ, where η̃ and θ̃ are obtained from part (b) of Lemma 2.

Proof: In this case since θ̃ = ξ and η̃ =
√
3, the result follows very easily by substituting

those values in the K-S distance between LL(σ, ξ) and LN(η̃, θ̃).
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